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Antimatter Beams:
- Charged low energy (keV range) beams: positrons/positive muons and antiprotons
- Low energy neutral beams (meV-keV range): positronium, muonium, anti-hydrogen
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Physics with the simplest exotic atoms and their constituents
Precise bound state
QED test free from
finite size effects
e-

Fundamental constants
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Test fundamental symmetries
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Test effect of gravity
on anti-matter
Applications in material science
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Moderation
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Moderators
Rare gas moderators
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CW Positron beam
Beam manipulation

Source and moderator
30-200 V

Experiment region
eV→ keV
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CW Positron beam - characterisation/tagging
Intensity

Annihilation plate + Scintillator detecting gamma
Micro-channel-plate (MCP)

Profile

Movable aperture+ scintillator detecting gamma
Position sensitive MCP

Positron
Tagging

Detection of secondary electrons emitted
when the positron hit the target with MCP
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Fig. 2. A straight channel electron
multiplier.
Fig. 3. Gain vs volt
frit
Fig. 1. A microchannel plate, (cutaway view)
channel MCP and a

Micro Channel Plates (MCPs)

Straight channel
electron multiplier

2

where Vc is the electron collision energy in eV, and A~ 0.2.

Chevron geometry

TP209/MAR08

https://www.photonis.com/uploads/literature/library/TP209_MCP_Reprint.pdf
Fig. 5. Chevron operation (Side view).
Fig. 2. A straight channel electron multiplier.
Fig. 3. Gain vs voltage characteristic for a straight
Paolo Crivelli
https://www.hamamatsu.com/resources/pdf/etd/MCP_TMCP0002E.pdf channel MCP and a Chevron.
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increase from 50% at 50 eV to 70% at 1 keV. These authors
also see a variation of efficiency with the electron angle of
incidence, and have reported a maximum at 20° for 1 keV
incident electrons. Clearly, if the electron trajectories are
LARGE OAR: FUNNEL TYPE (OPTION)
almost parallel to the channel axes, there is a high
probability for deep penetration into the channels before a
The open area ratio (OAR) of standard MCPs is normally set to 60 %, but we also provide "funnel type" MCPs whose open area ratio
is improved up to 90 % in order to guide more signals into each channel. Please contactprimary
us if you areinteraction;
interested in funnelthis
type results in low gain output pulses
MCPs.
near 0º.
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using
multip
photo
measu
wave
Fin
for ph
angles
chann
distrib
a disc
interp
40 pla

MCPs - typ. performances

Typical performances: OAR 60 %
- High gains: typ. 106 (Chevron geometry)
- Fast rising time < 1 ns
→ excellent timing <100 ps
- low dark count rate: few 1/(s.cm2)
CHARACTERISTICS
- work in high magnetic
fields
Standard

Ion

Ion

ne
Chan

nel
Chan

12 µm

Cross-sectional view

l

12 µm

Cross-sectional view

Positive ions
(H+, He+, A+)

TMCPB0005EB

TMCPB0034ED

NUMBER OF COUNTS (S-1)

3 STAGE MCP
107

GAIN

106

2 STAGE MCP
105

104

1 STAGE MCP

0

Electrons

▲Shape of channel entrance (SEM image)

U.V. radiation
■Pulse height distribution
(PHD)

■MCP gain characteristics

103

TABLE I: Detection efficiency of channel multipliersa.
Type of radiation

▲Shape of channel entrance (SEM image)

108

Funnel
OAR 90 %

1.0

2.0

3.0

Soft X-rays
Diagnostic X-rays

2 STAGE MCP

a

3 STAGE MCP

0.2 - 2 keV
2 - 50 keV
0.5 - 2 keV
2 - 50 keV
50 -200 keV
300 - 1100 Å
1100-1500 Å
2 -.50 Å
0.12 - 0.2 Å

Detection
efficiency (%)
50-85
10-60
5-85
60-85
4-60
5-15
1-5
5-15
~1

From Schagen17).

Most positive ion detection efficiency measurements
reported in the literature have been with single channels,
and quantitative results exist only for energies less than 30
keV.
However,
measured efficiencies are of the same order
PULSE HEIGHT
(CHANNEL
NUMBER)
of magnitude as those for electrons. Tatry
et al.38) have
Paolo Crivelli | 25.09.2018
found the detection efficiency for 40 keV protons and alpha
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MCP detection efficiency for neutral atoms
For keV neutrals high detection efficiency, around 100 eV in the % level
and below 10 eV basically < 10-4)

ELENA microchannel plate detector: absolute detection efficiency for low energy neutral atoms,
Optical Engineering 52(5):051206-051206, DOI: 10.1117/1.OE.52.5.051206
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CW Positron beam - characterisation/tagging
Intensity

Annihilation plate + Scintillator detecting gamma
Micro-channel-plate (MCP)

Profile

Movable aperture+ scintillator detecting gamma
Position sensitive MCP

Positron
Tagging

Detection of secondary electrons emitted
when the positron hit the target with MCP
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NUT M2
MCP-OUT
LEAD

INSULATOR
CHANNEL
BIAS
DIRECTION

DEGASSING
SPACE
READ-OUT
DEVICE

Symbol

Description

F2221 F2222 F2223 F2224 F2225 F2226 Unit

A

Assembly outer size

54

61

69

75

86

123 mm

B

Mounting screw hole pitch

46

53

61

67

78

115 mm

C

Insulator outer size

34

41

49

55

66

103 mm

D

Effective area

14.5

20

27

32

42

77

mm

E

Effective area of readout device

10

17

24

30

40

75

mm

F

Maximum height

15

15

15

15

15

17

mm

MCP - position sensitivity,
phosphor screen
H

anode

1.0

E

D
C
B
A

Phosphor screen output
MCP

Distance from

20

MCP
4 × 4.5

G

PHOSPHOR
SCREEN

4 × 3.5

ANODE OR
PHOSHOR SCREEN LEAD

H

10.9

12.9

2

11.9

14.4 mm

to insulator surface MCPs 3

11.9

15.9

Distance from MCP No. 1

2.8

3.8

input surface to

3.3

4.3

bottom of substrate

No. 1
of

of

2

insulator surface

2.9
MCPs 3
Shape may differ depending on product type number.

mm

4.8

TMCPA0026EH

MULTIANODE

ION or
ELECTRON

Readout with CCD camera
ELECTRON

PHOSPHOR SCREEN

TMCPC0104EA

Select the desired phosphor screen by taking into account the decay time according to the readout method and application, and the
The phosphor
screen
coated
on
emission wavelength according
to the readout
device
sensitivity.

thePeak
glass
plate converts the output Relative energy
emission
Emission color
10 % decay time
wavelength
(nm)
efficiency 1
charge
distribution
from the MCP
1
545
P43
Yellowish green
1 ms
into
a
visible
image.
A
resolution
of
0.3
510
P46
Yellowish green
0.2 µs to 0.4 µs 2
hoice of readout
40 µm430
to 50 µm canPurplish
be obtained
0.3
P47
blue
0.11 µs
dimension
(1×n)
NOTE:
1Supply voltage: 6 kV.
Valuearelative
to P43 which
is specified
as 1.
with
one-stage
MCP,
and
that of2Varies depending on the input pulse width.
https://www.hamamatsu.com/resources/pdf/etd/MCP_TMCP0002E.pdf
ns (a×n)■Spectral emission
characteristics
80 µm
to 100 µm can be done with ■Decay characteristics
100
10
ounting (parallel
a two-stage
MCP. Select the deP43DC
P47
EYE
Phosphor screen type

TMCPB0090EA

2

TMCPB0091EA

3

Remarks
Standard type
Short decay
Very short decay
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n. As electronic timing circuits
ge integrating circuits) several
lly be handled on the chains
MCP - delay line
redundancy and checksums in
d in the next section) it is even
hat arrive within the electronic
iciently separated in position.
e technique for multihit detecty of the electronic chains to
signals following each other
mbiguity between time differpositions on the detector and
ference on the MCP that must

line end. The time sequence of these signals codes the position
in both dimensions. A fifth amplifier and CFD connected to the
MCP (dc-decoupled on bias contact) can be used to determine
the time of the particle impact. An outer trigger is then needed to
define a (common) time zero for these five arrival time signals.
The position of the particles
, ) with respect to the center
Signals (to TDC:
of the detector is given
bydifference used to reconstruct position
time

Fig. 1. Time sum spectrum of
from a HDL a
size is 90 ps. Only data within a 5 mm by 5 mm position window
here. The FWHM of the peak is 220 ps. The width of this peak i
the whole detector (here, 45-mm diameter), however the absolute
(1)
can vary by about 1 ns.

Due to the center-of-gravity
averaging the achieva
typical perp. propagation
The time-of-flight (TOF) is simply

velocity
in delay line
1 mm/ns
resolution is only
determined
by the
relative time r
and , and , respectively. If
is the tim
(2)
, one findsoffor50
themicrons
position resolution
forresolution
Typical spatial

mbiguity we have developed a
(“Hexanode”) [20]. The con- With , , , , and denominating the measured signal
yers has already been applied arriving times with respect toWetime
zero
the four
. Note,
assume
for for
simplicity
heredelay-line
that
ng O.
gas-filled
particle detectors
to be
than
, the absolute tim
the effective
perpendicular
propagation
andJ. Hull,
the MCP.
H. W. Siegmund, P. Jelinsky, S. Jelinskyk,ends
J. Stock,
D. Doliber, J.is
Zaninovich,
A.isS.found
Tremsin,
andsmaller
K. Kromer,
for
the TOF.
ach“High
for resolution
MCP readout
cross delay follows
line detectors for
the GALEX
mission,”
in Proc. anode
SPIE, vol.
3765,
1999, pp.
429–440. Note that
speed
on the
delay-line
(typically
1 mm/ns).
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Especially for analyzing multihit events the tim

L/D ratio –
For L/D=40
Photodetection

EDI

- PID
Works in magnetic field
RICH (Belle-II end-cap
MCP-PMT: TOF applications
- Segmented anode →
option)
MCP-PMT - Excellent timingposition
propertiessensitive

EDIT

K. Inam
Excellent timing
require fast light source →
Cherenkov radiator directly
attached to the MCP-PMT
MCP-PMT: Operation
Proximity
Quartz focusing
- Can be used as dedicated TOF
~200V
radiator MCP-PMT
- Narrow amplification channel and proximity
aerogel
RICH
with
TOF
(SuperB end-cap PID option) or
focusing electron optics allow operation in
magnetic field (~ axial direction).
part of the proximity focusing capability
~2kV
- Amplification depends on magnetic field
RICH (Belle-II end-cap PID
strength and direction.
option)
- Effects of charge sharing and photoelectron
~200V
HAMAMATSU
backscattering on position resolution are
MCP-PMT: Operation in magnetic field
K. Inami @while
PD07 effects on timing rem
PHOTONIS
Operation inPhotodetection
axial magneticstrongly
fieldreduced
vs pore diameter

- Narrow amplification channel and proximity
focusing electron optics allow operation in
magnetic field (~ axial direction).
- Amplification depends on magnetic field
EDIT 2011
strength and direction.
- Effects of charge sharing and photoelectron
backscattering on position resolution are
EDIT 2011 strongly reduced while effects on timing remain

Separation
of 2 GeV
Anodes – can be segmented
Proximity
focusing
aerogel
RICH with
TOFprotonsaccording
pions
and
with
to application needs
capability
0.6 mN. Dinu,
flight
length (start
T. Gys, C. Joram, S. Korpar, Y. Musienko, V. Puill, D. Renker
counter s ~ 15 ps).

Separation of 2 GeV
N. Dinu, T. Gys, C. Joram, pions
S. Korpar,
Musienko,
and Y.
protons
withV. Puill, D. Renker
0.6 m flight length (start
EDIT 2011
counter s ~ 15 ps). K. Inami @ PD07
Gain vs. Magnetic field for MCP-PMT
N. Dinu, T. Gys, C. Joram, S.EDIT
Korpar,
Y. Musienko, V. N.
Puill,
D. Renker
2011
samples
different
pore
Dinu, T. Gys, C.
Joram, S.with
Korpar,
Y. Musienko,
V. diameter.
Puill, D. Renker
https://indico.cern.ch/event/111710/attachments/37211/53776/mcppmt.pdf

TT
sa

K. Inami @ PD07

N. Dinu, T. Gys, C. Joram, S. Korpa
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MCP- Summary
Other techniques
- Timepix readout: +very good position sensitivity (tens of 𝜇m), - 1 𝜇s time resolution
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2010.08.009
- Sensing wires: + cheap, - limited (100 microns) spatial resolution
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2017.08.032
- Resistive anodes
https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1806/1806.07133.pdf

MCP are a great tool for detection of charged particles
- Very good spatial resolution
- Excellent time resolution
- High rate capability
- Operation if high magnetic field
Drawbacks:
- destructive technique
- very inefficient for low (<100 eV) energy neutral antimatter beams
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CW Positron beam - characterisation/tagging
Intensity

Annihilation plate + Scintillator detecting gamma
Micro-channel-plate (MCP)

Profile

Movable aperture+ scintillator detecting gamma
Position sensitive MCP

Positron
Tagging

Detection of secondary electrons emitted
when the positron hit the target with MCP
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Positron tagging and annihilation’s photon detection

E x B velocity filter
Deflection plates
-V

Vacuum cavity
with solenoid

+V

Sample holder

B-field
e+
~eV

HV
~kV

oPs

E
+V

E
-V

Gamma detector

Off- axis single
particle detector
(MCP)
Delay
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Positron tagging with SE- perfomances & limitations
- Time resolution limited to about 1 ns (good enough for oPs studies)
- Efficiency dependent on positron implantation energy
(few 10%@ 1kV to few % at 10 kV)
Could those performances be improved with alternative detection scheme?

Great potential for material characterisation with positrons
see e.g “Shedding New Light on Nanostructured Catalysts with Positron Annihilation Spectroscopy”
https://doi.org/10.1002/smtd.201800268
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Pulsed Positron beam (buffer gas trap)
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Principle of a buffer gas trap
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Principle of a buffer gas trap
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Pulsed Positron beam - characterisation/tagging
Intensity

Annihilation plate + Scintillator detecting gamma
Micro-channel-plate (MCP)
saturation

Profile

Movable annihilation plate + scintillator detecting gamma
Position sensitive MCP

Time
structure

Annihilation plate + Scintillator detecting gamma
Micro-channel-plate (MCP)
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Single Shot Positron Annihilation
Lifetime spectroscopy (SSPALS) Appl. P
194105-2
Cassidy et al.
Measurement of positronium lifetimes
from single intense bursts

D. Cassidy et al.
Appl. Phys. Lett. 88, 194105 (2006);

Lead tungstate PbWO4:
fast decay time <15 ns
low afterglow

positronium formation,
porous target (long lifetime)

Output split and recorded with scope:
to reduce digitisation noise two channels,
with high and low gain

FIG. 2. Variable energy and density single
time spectroscopy data taken for the same sa
energy scans are shown, one at high densit
low density !0.49" 10−10 cm−2" in the high
beam in a low !250 G" field. In !b" the quen
is the difference between the high and low

Another aspect of SSPALS tha

Alternative:
tant in PALS is detector saturation.
FIG. 1. Single shot lifetimes for the capped TEOS sample and the resolution
The low density !expanded" data are well fitted using a single
we found that it was necessary to u
Cherenkov radiator such as PbF2function.
(time
resolution
20→
4
ns)
no
positronium formation,
lifetime, taking into account the resolution function, but the high density
solid angle to prevent photocathod
!expanded" data cannot be fitted without additional terms.

D. Cassidy and A. Mills, NIMA 580 (2007) 1338–1343
changed by more than 50 ns or so without compromising the

e.g.
target gain to prevent
low Al
photomultiplier

these compromises
resulted in a lar
Paolo Crivelli | 25.09.2018 | !24
nal, with a concurrent worsening o

Muon beam generation
Production target

▪ 2.2 mA ~ 1.4 x 1016 Protons/s
▪ ~600 MeV
▪ p+C → π+ + π- + p + n + …

π+
“Surface” muons
µ+

▪ 107-108 µ+/s
▪ 100% polarized
▪ 4 MeV
▪ generally used for “bulk” condensed matter studies
▪ For thin film studies E = eV-30 keV
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Polarized positive muons
▪ Kinematics of pion decay at rest;
▪ From energy and momentum conservation:
▪ Momentum:
p = 29.79 MeV/c
▪ Kinetic energy: E = 4.12 MeV
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Polarized positive muons
▪ Kinematics of pion decay at rest;
▪ From energy and momentum conservation:
▪ Momentum:
p = 29.79 MeV/c
▪ Kinetic energy: E = 4.12 MeV
▪ Parity violation in weak interaction
▪ Neutrinos are left handed
▪ Polarized muon beam with spin
anti-parallel to their momentum
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Low energy muon (LEM) beam @PSI

E~15eV
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Muon Tagging

MeV surface µ + is moderated at an efficiency of
ccelerated again to energies up to 20 keV. The µ +
ng through the spin rotator and the start detector
of the cryostat.

- Tagging via detection of SE from 10 nm carbon foil
- Timing of about 1 ns, efficiency around 40%
- Main drawback: beam degradation via scattering in the foil
1

Data
Geant4 default

0.8

Counts [a.u.]

Landau distribution
0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0

1

2

3
Eloss [keV]

4

5

6

Figure 7.http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/10/10/P10025
Energy loss distributions of 15.38 keV muons in a 10 nm thick C-Foil with a density ∼2 µ g/cm2,
obtained using the default Geant4 package (dotted black line) or our extension based on Landau distributed
energy losses (red solid line) where the MPV energy loss (Eloss = 0.89) is taken from the TOF measurements.
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The energy loss spectrum extracted from the TOF spectrum is also shown (blue triangles).

Positronium (Muonium) formation
▪ Positron implanted with keV energies
▪ Rapidly thermalizes in the bulk (~ps)
1. Positron diffusion and annihilation
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Reminder: Ps
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Positronium (Muonium) formation
▪ Positron implanted with keV energies
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Positronium (Muonium) formation
▪ Positron implanted with keV energies
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▪ Rapidly thermalizes in the bulk (~ps)
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▪ Positronium formation (1/4 pPs, 3/4 oPs) in SiO2 by
e+
capturing 1 ionized electron
▪ Diffusion to the pore surface and emission into the
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Positronium (Muonium) formation
▪ Positron implanted with keV energies
e+
▪ Rapidly thermalizes in the bulk (~ps)
1. Positron diffusion and annihilation
▪ Positronium formation (1/4 pPs, 3/4 oPs) in SiO2 by
e+
capturing 1 ionized electron
▪ Diffusion to the pore surface and emission into the
pores: WPs=µPs + EB - 6.8 eV= -1 eV
▪ Thermalization via collisions and diffusion in
e+
interconnected pore network
⎧⎪ ~ ○
/ pore
⎪
2. oPs annihilating in pore network
τ oPs, pore ⎨
⎪⎪≤142 ns
3. Emission into vacuum (30%)
⎩
▪ At 40 meV ~ 105 m/s, τ oPs, vac = 142 ns

oPs

oPs
Porous Silica thin film
~1µm, 3-4 nm pore size
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Detection of annihilation photons
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Ps lifetime acquisition
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Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectra PALS
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Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectra PALS
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Measurement of Ps energy

idy, P. Crivelli et
D. al.,
Cassidy,
Phys. P.
Rev.
Crivelli
A 81,et012715
al., Phys.
(2010)
Rev. A 81, 012715 (2010)

Doppler
spectroscopy

P. Crivelli et al. , Phys. Rev. A81, 052703 (2010)
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Measurement of Ps energy
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Measurement of Ps energy
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Measurement of Ps energy vs T

Thermal energy 30 meV
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Ps confinement energy
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Doppler spectroscopy
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Doppler spectroscopy
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y normalizing to the prompt peak due to backscatteredExcitation
positrons
the target,
of from
positronium
from 2S to 20P state
nal area can be related to the excitation probability of a Ps atom to the 2S or
3. Results
P level respectively [35, 36].

Excitation in Rydberg states and detection with an MCP

Fig. 2, shows the measured lineshape of the 1S ! 2S transition detecte
ionization after the excitation of the Ps atoms from the 2S to the 20P state.
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Figure 2. Resonance curve of the 2S Ps atoms detected in the MCP aft
in the 20P and subsequent field-ionization.
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Summary and outlook - detection of Positronium “beams”
• TOF with collimation slit and scintillator → velocity perpendicular to collimation slit
• Doppler spectroscopy → velocity parallel to laser beam
• Rydberg excitation + TOF measurement → total velocity
• Detection of Rydberg Ps with position sensitive MCP → angular distribution
Drawback: excitation via laser in Rydberg states + detection
→ low efficiency <0.1% level.
Alternatives?

★
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How to detect Muonium?
▪ Muon spin rotation (muSR) technique: µ+ → e+ + 𝜈e + 𝜈̅ µ
▪ Due to parity violation of weak decay, the direction of emitted positron is distributed
asymmetrically with respect to the spin of muon
Detector

N

e+
e+
e+µ+
e+ e+

t (µs)

× × × × ×

N

Detector

× × × × ×
× × × ×e+ ×
e+µ+e+
e+

× × × × ×
× × × × ×
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How to detect Muonium?
▪ Muon spin rotation (muSR) technique: µ+ → e+ + 𝜈e + 𝜈̅ µ
▪ Due to parity violation of weak decay, the direction of emitted positron is distributed
asymmetrically with respect to the spin of muon
N

Detector

× × × × ×
× × × × ×
× × × ×Mu ×
× × × × ×
× × × × ×

Gyromagnetic ratio
ω=γ·B
γMu = 103·γµ

t (µs)

× × × × ×

N

Detector

× × × × ×
× × × × ×
µ+
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How to detect Muonium?
▪ Muon spin rotation (muSR) technique: µ+ → e+ + 𝜈e + 𝜈̅ µ
▪ Due to parity violation of weak decay, the direction of emitted positron is distributed
asymmetrically with respect to the spin of muon
N

Detector

× × × × ×
× × × × ×
× × × ×Mu ×
µ+

× × × × ×
× × × × ×
t (µs)
N

× × × × ×

× × × × ×
µ+

× × × × ×
× × × × ×
× × × × ×

Detector B

Decay asymmetry
A = (NF-NB)/(NF+NB)

Detector F

× × × × ×
t (µs)
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Muonium formation in SiO2 porous films -muSR

N

How do we know if
Muonium is emitted
in vacuum?
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Positron shielding technique

N
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Positron shielding technique

N
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Results

N
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Results

A. Antognini, P. Crivelli et al., PRL 108, 143401(2012)

N
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Muonium detection summary and outlook
- Measurement of angular distribution + improved energy study: excitation via laser in
Rydberg states + detection very low efficiency (muons cannot be accumulate)
- Tracking back the decaying positron? Single track no vertex 😕
★

Ideally efficient detector for Mu atoms with meV energies.
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Antiprotons

few 106 100 keV anti-protons
in 100 ns bunches

★

New era for antiproton/anti-hydrogen physics
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H̅ production cross sections via charge exchange: p̅ +Ps → H̅ + e-

★ Demonstrated
★ Demonstrated

for H
for H̅

(ATRAP)
★ Implemented by AEgIS
and GBAR
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Anti-hydrogen H̅ (2S) beam → Lamb shift measurement
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Principle of the measurement
P. Crivelli, D. Cooke, M. Heiss, Phys. Rev. D 94, 052008 (2016)
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mb shift:

The goal for the antihydrogen Lamb shift experiment is to measure the Lamb shift
at a precision of 100 ppm and determine for the first time the antiproton charge radius.

• 50x50 cm2 multiplexed
XY resistive
Micromegas

Single Lyman alpha detector based on MCP
ഥ (2S) beam production
𝐇

• Prototype of Lyman alpha detector has been built
and tested. A detection efficiency for single Ly-α
has been found to be around 40%.

Measurement principle

• Detector based on MCP with a Cesium
• SIMION simulations were carrie
• Drift gap: 6 mm
iodide (CsI) coating on the top plate has
to optimize the quenching field
been designed, assembled and tested.
• Filling gas Ar93 / CO27 the solid angle coverage (41.5%

Lyman alpha detector

• 50x50 cm2 multiplexed
XY resistive • Tracker
Micromegas
•

Heiss,
2016)

based on MCP

• Detector based on MCP with a Cesium
pha detector
based on MCP

iodide (CsI) coating on the top plate has
detector has beenbeen
built designed,
• Detector
based on and
MCP with
a Cesium
assembled
tested.

ciency for single Ly-α
nd 40%.

iodide (CsI) coating on the top plate has
been designed, assembled and tested.

consists of six
triplets, one triplet
Drift gap: 6 mm being tested with new
VMM readout in a test
Filling gas Ar93 / CO27
beam at CERN

Switchyard

Detector based on CsI
•
Detector in the AD
coated MCP
• Tracker consists of six
triplets, one triplet
being tested with new
→ 40% efficiency tested
VMM readout in a test
beam at CERN
→ including solid angle
efficiency
•18%
SIMION
simulationsexpected
were carried out
• The vacuum in the detector chamber is
•

to optimize the quenching field and
SIMION
simulations
were carried out
the solid
angle coverage
(41.5%)
to optimize the quenching field and
the solid angle coverage (41.5%)

•

at 5x10-9 mbar. The setup is ready to be
The vacuum in the
detector chamber
is beam line of GBAR.
installed
into the
at 5x10-9 mbar. The setup is ready to be
installed into the beam line of GBAR.

Status & Outlook
GBAR: •
•
•
•
•
•
•

First Micromegas triplet (of total 6) and one TOF module (of 4) tested in AD hall with cosmics,
Lamb Shift: • Lamb shift measu
Micromegas triplet currently being tested in test beam at CERN
ELENA and GBA
First antiprotons from ELENA detected at GBAR in middle of July 2018
• Single Lyman alp
Under testing & tuning: antiproton decelerator, buffer gas trap
tested. The setup
MW section
Under installation: reaction chamber, switchyard
• First detector
attempt of m
Lyman alpha
ഥ in October 2018
First attempt to detect H
• During CERN lon
During CERN long shutdown: tests of H and H production including Ps excitation for
exchange by que
optimization of two step reaction, installation of antiproton
trap,simulation
ion trap, freeof
fallquenching
chamber. region
shift of hydrogen.
Simion
+
ഥ and measurement of H
ഥ free fall
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In 2021 first attempts to produce and trap H

as triplet (of total 6) and one TOF module (of 4) tested in AD hall with cosmics,

ഥ at level of 100 ppm seems possible thanks to
Lamb Shift: • Lamb shift measurement of H

Micromegas detectors for anti-hydrogen annihilation
Detection of anti-hydrogen with micromegas by ASACUSA
Rev Sci Instrum. 2015 Aug;86(8):083304. doi: 10.1063/1.4927685.

GBAR -prototypes
Filling gas: Ar93/CO27%
Drift:
6 mm long, ~ 600 V/cm
Amplification:
128 um, ~ 45 kV/cm
Detection: X&Y layers, 320 strips each
Active area: 8x8 cm2
Readout:
APV, 128 channels
Multiplexing: Factor 5
DAQ:
SRS mmDAQ of RD51
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2017.10.067
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Micromegas detectors - beam profiling of low energy (<100 eV) H̅ ?
§ "
 annihilating on the flange of a tube
§ 8x8 Micromega doublets placed around the tube
to measure pions coming from annihilation
§ 20’000 events simulated
§ True hit position on flange recorded
§ Beam spot reconstructed by fitting a line through
hits of Micromega doublet close to the flange

True hits on MM, X layer

True beam spot
Reconstructed beam spot

Differences between
reconstructed and true hit
In X and Y layer

Simulation: promising
results but limited spatial
resolution + annihilation
on end flange,
alternatives?
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Summary and outlook
- MCP workhorse for antimatter beams characterisation
✦ Main limitations:
- destructive technique
- bulky (e.g. phosphor screen requires optical access) and costly (MCP delay line
commercially available but 20kEuros)
- low efficiency to detect neutrals with energies below 100 eV
★ Are

there alternative new detector technologies could help in maximising the physics
output?
Exciting times are ahead!
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